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ANLAN Body Trimmer 05-ATMQ32-02A
The ANLAN Body Trimmer 05-ATMQ32-02A is the perfect choice for those who value precision, safety, and versatility. Equipped with an
innovative ceramic blade that ensures sharp and long-lasting performance, as well as an ergonomic design, the ANLAN 05-ATMQ32-02A
guarantees  exceptional  quality  and  user  comfort.  Its  waterproof  construction,  low  noise  level,  and  ease  of  charging  make  it  an
indispensable companion both at home and on the go.
 
Safety and Precision
The R-shaped blade head ensures safe and precise cutting, minimizing the risk of skin irritation. This makes the ANLAN trimmer an ideal
solution even for the most sensitive areas of the body.
 
Two Types of Blades
The trimmer utilizes a moving ceramic blade and a stationary stainless steel blade. This combination provides exceptional sharpness and
durability, ensuring excellent results with every use.
 
IPX7 Waterproof
High waterproof rating at IPX7 allows for safe use of the trimmer in the shower and makes cleaning it a breeze. The ability to submerge
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the device up to 1 meter for 30 minutes ensures that accidental wetting will not affect its functionality.
 
Quiet Operation and LED Display
The motor operates at a low noise level, below 55dB, providing discretion and comfort during use. The LED display indicates the battery
status  and  signals  the  need  for  charging.  Additionally,  the  trimmer  has  a  Type-C  port,  allowing  for  charging  from  various  sources,
including a laptop, power bank, or USB in the car, making it exceptionally practical for travel.
 
Battery Life and Charging
The ANLAN 05-ATMQ32-02A stands out with a 1.5-hour charging time and a runtime of up to 100 minutes, making it reliable for everyday
use. The set also includes attachments for different trimming lengths and an elegant case, making it a complete solution for those who
value high quality and functionality.
 
Package Contents
Trimmer x 1
Attachments x 2
Case x 1
 
Specifications
Brand ANLAN 
Model 05-ATMQ32-02A 
Waterproof IPX7
Charging Time 1.5 hours 
Runtime 100 minutes 
Rotations per Minute 6000 RPM 
Noise Level below 55dB

Price:

€ 22.00
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